
stitch: iPad Case/Clutch Tutorial

- ½ yard fabric for outer case
- ½ yard fabric for lining
- ¼ yard lightweight interfacing
- 1 set of 18mm extra thin magnetic 
  snap closures

- Coordinating thread
- Invisible ink marker
- Xacto knife

SUPPLIES

TEMPLATE MEASUREMENTS
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STEPS
1. Cut once piece each of the outer fabric and lining based on template measurements 
2. Cut two pieces of lightweight interfacing based on template measurements 
3. Fuse interfacing to wrong side of outer fabric as well as wrong side of the lining
4. Place the lining right side up and using your fabric marker, measure 1.5 inches from the top. 
    Then place one of the back piece of the snaps at the mark you made {top of disk lined up with mark} 
    and use it to mark where you need to cut slits for the prongs. Cut the slits open carefully with the 
    xacto knife (see illustration below) and then place top side of magnetic snap through the slits and secure
    the back with the back piece of the magnetic snap.

Lining right side up with 1.5” mark Mark back piece of magnetic snaps Cut slits open carefully with 
xacto knife

Place front side of magnetic snap
through slits

Wrong side of lining, with back 
side of magnetic snap secured

5. With right sides of outer fabric and lining together, sew 1/4 inch seam around the edge, leaving 
    a 4 to 5 inch opening at the bottom. 
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STEPS
6. Turn the iPad case right side out, press the seams. Place lining right side up, and fold the bottom of the case 
    in half and secure with pins. Using your fabric marker, color the center of your snap and then your hand to press
    the top side of the case down onto the bottom. The pen mark will transfer to the fabric and now your have your 
    placement guide for the bottom part of the magnetic snap. The mark will correspond to the center of the snap
    top piece. Repeat the process as described previously to insert the magnetic snap.

7. Unpin the sides and top stitch 1/4 inch seam. Start at the bottom of the case to close the gap between the lining 
    and outer fabric and continue around the entire case.
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STEPS
8. Place lining right side up, and fold the bottom of the case in half and secure with pins. Then top stitch the sides
    closed with a 1/4 in seam. Viola! iPad case complete.   


